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About This Game

Vlad is an interactive graphic-novel with RPG elements where your decisions shape the outcome of your story. Each
playthrough offers a different experience and immersive story totalling two hours of content.

Features

 Three different classes to choose from.

 A morality system that unlocks special classes based on your decisions.

 The choices you make will make or break your stats, effecting how your story ends.

 An engrossing, gritty art style that immerses you in the world of Vlad the Impaler.

 Music by Kevin Riepl, composer for Gears of War and many other titles.

 Over 50 unique illustrated stories.

 Over 100 unique illustrations including weapons, characters, stories and more.

 Collectable Trading cards, badges and achievements.
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Story

The scent of murder hangs in the air. It is the year 1452 and a city under siege is desperate. You receive a letter, bearing the
king’s seal, begging for your help. A once beautiful, peaceful place is now a tormentor’s paradise; dark, bleak and heavy with

fear.

You venture along the road to your destination, determined to solve the mystery terrorizing the citizens of Istanbul. Thousands
of bodies line the roads, impaled on bloody poles, ravaged & torn, lying limp; faces contorted in anguish. If this is just the path

to the city, what lies within its walls?

A gruesome scene welcomes you; hollow sockets live where eyes once saw their murderer coming for them. Torsos of young
children ripped open, their bodies hung like criminals; blood filled pools in the Cistern house rotting bodies, throats cut, fingers

missing. Dank Catacombs lined with broken bones containing new members, heads daggered, burn marks over eyes. Blood
streaked Basilica walls, disembowelments and beheadings. The brutality is too much to bear. What – or who -is murdering the
innocent lives of these people!? You hunt through the night, intent on finding your foe, bringing an end to the grisly massacre.

As the Explorer, you have knowledge of the land; you are fast, on target and adventurous. You leave no stone unturned in your
pursuit. Will you be the enemy Spy or will you be the Emissary?

The Mage is skilled, wise and supernatural. Become the the high Priest who can be counted on to cast spells to protect the
people of Istanbul or choose to be the Sorcerer and release your inner demon fueling your thirst for destruction.

The Soldier; fierce, strong, and none better with a blade. Protecting people is your Knightly duty, with your feminine intuition &
compassionate heart leading you to do the right thing for the kingdom. But perhaps you would rather seek to unlock the dark

side and become the Assassin. The choice is yours; will you seek justice or wickedness?

Each character unlocks unique levels and secret weapons. Feel the weight of your decisions and change the story of your game
with each turn. Your actions will determine the future of your people, saving their souls or surrendering them to evil.

About the Developers

Section Studios brings you this action packed adventure, where your wits are just as important as your strength. We wanted to
create an experience that combined a unique visual style with thoughtful narrative and game play. We chose a world and

character that our team would feel passionate about reinventing with Vlad. By creating everything from story to artwork, we
were allowed to let our imaginations run wild and create something we all felt connected to.

As a studio that originated in the world of video games, we know what our audience wants because we ARE the audience.
Supernatural powers, an abundance of undead abominations and plenty of secret expeditions throughout the game, along with
awesome, gothic graphics, illustrations & challenges are what made this game something we were proud to work on – and very

excited to play.
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Title: Vlad the Impaler
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Section Studios
Publisher:
Section Studios
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Later

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB graphics memory and directx 9.0c compatible gpu

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 512 MB available space

English
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Take first person mechanics, Elite Dangerous visuals, and MOBA elements.
Add them together in a great looking game which is running on an average of 100 FPS with a GTX 980 on-board. That is what
Voidrunner is. Although it lacks in the UI design and some other "user experience" features, the fact that it is an Early Access
game makes it a promising multiplayer shooter which we will all be playing in the future.. I'm a fan of Secret Files, but this
game was just a disappointment. The puzzles were a bit more realistic, but the game was ridiculously short and the story was
lacking. Not worth the 5\u20ac I spent.. I DONT KNOW WHY! But. My friends and I really loved this game.. A brilliant
rythmic game with clever use of geometry, supercharged with catchy music. Super addictive with amazing tutorials, my beat
counting definitely got better after playing this game! You're missing out if you ain't playing this game!. Worthless. It does
nothing. DO NOT waste your money.
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This is a cute game and I like it. But I wish there was a windowed option so i wouldn't have to play it in fullscreen.. These are
first impressions. Upon completing the game this will be updated accordingly.)

Yeeeesssss! If there is one genre I'd love to have seen a comeback for it's the 6DOF FPS pioneered and perfected by Descent. It
seems with the release of Overload it is doing 6DOF justice but Forsaken Remastered was a complete surprise. A very, very
welcome surprise.

In case you are not familiar, Forsaken is a Descent clone. It does not really do a lot new with the formula, it's just straight up
Descent. And it's goooood. Not only is it well-made and fun, but also became known around its release (1998) for sporting some
of the best graphics in an FPS to date, and the 3DFX support is legendarily well-optimized, able to kick out respectable
framerates on a CPU that is closer to a 486 than a Pentium. Take a look: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yGAttirh1c
Twenty years after it's initial release, Remastered rebuilds the game from the ground up using the Kex engine that was also used
for Night Dive's ports of Turok 1 and 2.

The results are fantastic. This is the same Forsaken, but with better controls and you can turn up the FOV. My sweet spot is
110-120. I can turn it to 120 (the maximum). That is sweet as hell. There is also new content weaved into the original campaign
in the form of ports of levels from the N64 version, which had different levels than the ones in the PC version.

As for the actual game itself, if you liked Descent you'll like this as I said before. But it does have one thing making it unique:
the ship physics. Piloting feels less like you are just moving around a level and more like you are gliding around obstacles,
similar to the feel of piloting in Wipeout. And it feels pretty fantastic with Keyboard and Mouse controls, just be sure to turn
the mouse sensitivity up. The level design is also more creative, featuring more varied places like banks and power stations
rather than the tired mining facilities of Descent 1 and 2. The combat is fast paced and brutal with a variety of satisfying
weapons. It is all backed up to a breakbeat soundtrack that can vary from generic to badass.

Highly recommended.. Seems like a fun game, keeps crashing.. Should you pay an extra doler to get the best rendition of the
Pac Man theme ever? Yes.. Good but (accurately) flawed Choose Your Own Adventure visual novel. If you grew up with those
books you will probably love this game, but (as the creators point out in their patch notes) it has some faithful design elements
that may seem incredibly odd or out of place to a more contemporary audience.

To cover the basic elements, this was a fairly generic story, set in the standard D&D/Tolkien setting (made unique and
innovative because these elves are typically *shorter* than a human!). The art serves the settings and characters quite well, with
some beautifully illustrated backgrounds and relatable portraits throughout. There are a few effects scattered throughout for
animation (ranging from parallax levels of sandstorm particles to the much more common but basic screen shake) but the
character visuals mostly rely on swapping a handful of expressions per pose over the course of conversation; it certainly gets the
job done, and is about what you should expect from a VN. The music and sound effects were similarly adequate, setting the
tone but rarely sticking out or being memorable mere hours after finishing the game. The play system (including merciful quick
save/load and skip options right on the main screen) is setup nicely for your first playthrough but really shines if you decide to
go the completion route, restoring every choice you're given and plumbing their depths as we did through elaborate series of
bookmarks years ago.

But even as a veteran of CYOA, there were some rough edges that stood out to me. Looking at the story as a whole, let's say
there are three main main plots to encounter; any given ending might resolve one (maybe two) of those while letting the rest
dangle, as they were never introduced in that sequence to begin with. As a corollary, one major plot element is encountered no
matter which path you pursue, ignoring the conflicts of logic if you were to fill out your routes to see how each path makes it fit.
It's hard to call this a fault, knowing how a good DM may alter their campaign on the fly to make sure players hit the various
setpiece moments, but learning the whole web of choices does make them all seem a bit arbitrary. You can attempt to roleplay,
and if you stick to your guns you can have a complete and satisfying playthrough in about 15 minutes, but the outcome might
still largely feel like it was never in your control. This game will frequently throw you for a loop, when you are suddenly placed
in an unwinnable ambush several story beats after your last meaningful choice, which makes the entire exercise of cause and
effect feel a bit unpredictable - but again, that's entirely accurate to the books it is emulating, so maybe not that isn't a fair
complaint so much as it is something to be aware of.

My only real complaint with the story is how much it leans into traditional romantic tropes at the expense of the main character.
For a game that (at least in my recommendations queue) bills itself around its strong female protagonist, something like 90% of
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the "good" endings revolve almost entirely around her forming an immediate relationship with the first man she meets. Maybe
it's not for me to say, but that feels unfulfilling when the stated premise at the outset is her journey to complete the rites of
adulthood and become a warrior in the Sword Games, and that plot thread is rarely heard from again after Love Interest
McSavior is introduced. Again, not a bad story, if a bit heavy on cliche, but also not what I believe we were promised from the
setup.

Overall I would happily recommend this game, even where it falls short of potential it's an enjoyable bit of generic fantasy
action you can complete (and even 100% complete) in one sitting. It's got some elements that will be either baffling or nostalgic
depending on your past experience with Choose Your Own Adventure novels, but as an old fan I feel it manages to modernize
that format in a very successful way for the VN audience of today.. Very enjoyable if a bit short. Still, for the price the short
length isn't really that big a deal.. Great arcade action to drop in for a few rounds every now and again and a really well
implemented aesthetic.. I know the game was cheap but....c'mon....very easy and quick to beat,i've seen more levels in demo's
than this piece of crap,wish i did'nt buy it
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